NMFTA
Item
114000

Articles

Class

MACHINERY GROUP: Articles consist of Machinery or Machines, or Parts Named, see Notes, items 114012,
114014, 114018, 114022 and 114024, as described in items subject to this grouping.

115700 Business or Office:
Machines, Systems or Devices, data processing, or Components, Parts or Peripherals thereof, see
Note, item 116033, viz.:
Automated Teller Machines (ATMs);
Computers, including Personal Computers, Laptops, Notebooks or Tablets, or Components, Parts or
Peripherals thereof, NOI;

116030

Copiers, Printers, Scanners or Facsimile (Fax) Machines, or Components or Parts thereof, NOI, see Note,
item 116034, also in Package 2534;
Electronic Telephone Switching Systems, or Components thereof;
Machines, Systems or Devices, data processing, or Components, Parts or Peripherals thereof, NOI;
Servers, or Storage or Networking Devices or Hardware, or Components or Parts thereof, NOI;
Software, NOI, data processing machine, system or device;
In boxes, crates or Packages 2050, 2253, 2254, 2286 or 2291, released to a value not exceeding $25.00 per
pound, see Note, item 116031, subject to Items 170 and 171 and having a density in pounds per cubic foot of:

Sub 1

Less than 1

400

Sub 2

1 but less than 2

300

Sub 3

2 but less than 4

250

Sub 4

4 but less than 6

150

Sub 5

6 but less than 8

125

Sub 6

8 but less than 10

100

Sub 7

10 but less than 12

92.5

Sub 8

12 but less than 15

85

Sub 9

15 but less than 22.5

70

Sub 10

22.5 but less than 30

65

Sub 11

30 or greater

60

NOTE-Unless otherwise provided in individual participating carriers' tariffs, articles moving under the provisions of
item 116030 shall only be accepted subject to a maximum liability of $25.00 per pound. If shipper fails to declare a
value, or declares a value in excess of $25.00 per pound, shipment will not be accepted, but if the shipment is
116031
inadvertently accepted, it will be considered as being released to a value not exceeding $25.00 per pound and the
shipment will move subject to such limitation of liability. In no instance will carriers' liability exceed the actual value of
the article lost or damaged.
NOTE-Does not apply on:
(1) Cellular or radio telephones, including smartphones. For cellular or radio telephones, including smartphones,
see item 62820, 'Radio-telephone Transmitting or Transmitting and Receiving Sets,' for provisions based on
116033 released value, and item 62850, 'Radio-telephones, cellular (Cellular Telephones),' for provisions not based on
released value.
(2) Video, computer or multimedia monitors or displays. For 'Video, Computer or Multimedia Monitors or Displays,'
see item 63321.
116034

NOTE-Also applies on stand-alone copiers, or components or parts thereof, that are not a part of a computer or
data processing network or system.
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